5. THIS RECEPTACLE MATES WITH DTM06-12S-**** PLUG, 2 REQD.
   (**** = A, B, C, D KEYS; All modifications).

4. MATERIAL - PLASTIC (BLACK); SEALS: RUBBER.

3. CONTACT PLATING - MATING SIDE: NICKEL; PCB SIDE: TIN.

2. DIMENSION TOLERANCE: ±.006 [.025].

1. DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS [IN].
   NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

SEE SHEETS 2 AND 3 FOR OTHER KEY ARRANGEMENTS.

6. THIS RECEPTACLE IS USED WITH EEC-325X4A OR B) ENCLOSURE. SEE
   ENVELOPE DRAWING EEC-325X4A/EEC-325X4B FOR ENCLOSURE INFORMATION.